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this is a most welcome result for the  De Wolff family. 
The husband answers the phone and readily admits that 
his wife deserves all the credit. So Saskia De Wolff is the 
person who can claim to be the breeder of Atlantis W 
Z. She started all this and she admits to be pleasantly 
surprised with this result. ‘What do you expect, Atlantis 
was our first breeding product so it´s easy to imagine 
how surprised we were. We even decided to make a 
week´s holiday out of it. We have travelled from Soest 
near Utrecht and have toured Belgium during the World 
Championships using Zangersheide as our base.

The breakthrough of Casallo Z
This is the year of Casallo Z´s breakthrough. He won 
the Global Champions Tour of Estoril with Piergiorgio 
Bucci and lined up in second place in Monaco. And 
let´s not forget the double clear in the important 
Nations Cup of Dublin. In the past few years Bucci´s 
patience was put to the test. Would that five-star victory 
ultimately come about or not? Yes, it did, it came this 
year and all those placings earned him a fourth position 
in the final ranking. Breeder Maurice Hermans closely 
follows all the developments. ‘I specifically went to the 
Stephex Masters in early September to watch Casallo Z.’ 
Hermans bought Casallo Z´s dam in Holstein while she 
was in-foal by Casall: ‘Casallo Z is from Casall´s first 
stud season when he was still largely unknown to the 
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Z-Ranking at five-star level
In Zangersheide everything is about the sport and breeding and with the intention at heart to bolster the 
breeders there are rewarded when their horses are successful in sports. That´s the idea of the Z-Ranking, 
a ranking list for all Z horses in the sport. That ranking traditionally gets its conclusion during the WC 
in September and it immediately becomes clear that the final laureates have all been successful  at the 
highest five-star levels. Something else that catches the eye is how Z horses are on a roll to conquer the 
world in sports. You find them in the stables of renowned riders such as McLain Ward, Harrie Smolders, 
Jerome Guery, Piergiorgio Bucci, who each and everyone have clocked victories at five-star events, ditto 
Nations Cups and GPs.

VHP twice on the podium. ‘A tribute to my 
husband’
The late Guy De Schuymer has two breeding products 
on the podium: the half-brothers Carlos (VHP) Z by 
Chellano Z and Don VHP Z (Diamant de Semilly). 
McLain Ward with Carlos can boast recent wins in 
Aachen and Knokke after he had also ridden himself 
in the picture with two victories in the Nations Cup of 
Rome. Harrie Smolders from Eurohorse Stables came in 
second place in the prestigious Global Champions Tour 
of Hamburg and realised top five placings in Miami and 
Mexico.
VHP stands for ‘Van Het Parelshof’. Sara vh Parelshof 
(Voltaire x Ramiro Z) is the dam of Don (Diamant de 
Semilly) and Carlos (Chellano Z), and other offspring 
by her are Chopin (Carthago Z), Zora  (Zandor Z) and 
Carlo (Canabis Z). Breeder Guy De Schuymer didn´t live 
to see the great successes of his breeding stud. He died in 
2007 at the age of 66. Last year his horses hit the prize 
charts and this year they effortlessly continued in the 
same vein. ‘This year I decided to return to Zangersheide’, 
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his wife says: ‘together with my son. My husband and 
I used to visit Zangersheide together but now it´s just 
me and my son. Since his death I haven´t been around 
horses anymore. When I received an invitation last year I 
came back to Zangersheide and I haven´t regretted it for 
one moment. This year again everything went smoothly 
and without a hiccup. It was a very sociable day...if only 
Guy could have known! Or better still, have been here to 
witness it, that would have been so much nicer. Horses 
were his life, that´s why I have come back, to pay tribute 
to my husband.’

Silver Atlantis W Z
For Atlantis W Z (Andiamo Z) the result is Silver and 

Papillon Z

public. I had seen him a couple of times and recognised 
his qualities.’ Casallo Z was born in Maurice Hermans´ 
yard where he stayed until the age of two: ‘I´m a hobby 
breeder with two to three foals each year and this is no 
place for stallions.’ When he was two Casallo Z was 
sold to the late Jan Van Mensvoort. Casallo grew up 
in a yard for raising young stock and then sold on to 
Ireland where he was subsequently approved for stud 
service. From Ireland Casallo moved back to Limburg 
and ended up in Lieven Van De Craen´s stables where 
he was later introduced to Bucci. The rest is history. In 
the meantime Casallo is Z approved and Maurice is the 
owner of a Casallo Z foal which he presented at this 
year´s Z-Festival . ‘We just narrowly missed the top ten 
but I´m still pleased with the result’, Maurice tells us. 
Does he expect the foal to outclass his sire? ‘Hardly, a 
horse like Casallo Z is a once-in-a-life-time phenomenon 
and I count myself lucky to have this happen to me. I 
value that Z-Ranking as a wonderful award for my stud 
and it gives me great satisfaction’.

Papillon Z stands his ground
For the third year running, Alexander Liefsoens and his 
wife Helga were in the lucky position to receive a cheque 
for Papillon Z, who jumped to eighth, second and now 
fifth position respectively. By now Papillon Z has quite 
a résumé to his name, with several riders. Rik Hemeryck 
won Bronze on him at the BC in Zangersheide, Gregory 
Wathelet and Papillon Z took home the first prize in the 
GP of the World Cup in Helsinki. His real breakthrough 
came last year with Jerome Guery who steered Papillon 
Z to victory in the five-star classes in Lummen and 
Knokke. Papillon Z even secured an Olympic ticket for 
Belgium. ‘Papillon and Jerome Guery have found each 
other. It´s something magical, there´s chemistry between 
these two. Last year Papillon Z was Jerome´s only five-
star horse but now he has a few other GP horses at 
his disposal which gives him more choice to alternate 
between them. Last year´s stunt will be difficult to 
emulate, but still Papillon Z has delivered some good 
performances’, says Alexander, who had to be operated 
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again after a fall from a horse. ‘That fall dates back to a 
year ago but apparently it´s not mending perfectly. They 
had to take action again, literally, but the surgeons have 
assured me that all will be well. Walking on crutches is 
an annoying business but it didn´t stop me from going to 
the WC in Zangersheide each day to show my support.

Cas de Liberté Kelfshof Z is Niels Bruynseels´ pride 
and joy and as far as he is concerned it´s the best horse 
he has ever saddled. There was Bronze for them at the 
Belgian Championship in Lanaken last year. In Mechelen 
they came second in the World Cup close behind winner 
Taloubet Z. Their best victory came about in September 
when Cas and Niels wrote the five-star Stephax Masters 
to their name.
Luc Van De Wouwer is the breeder and he had to sell 
Cas due to circumstances beyond his control. ‘Cas was 
born at the time when I was going through my divorce. 
That explains her suffix Liberté’, says a laughing Luc 
who sold his Cas to his vet Wim Malisart who still owns 
him. ‘For us breeders it´s essential that our breeding 
products end up with the right owner-rider combination 
and Cas de Liberté Kelfshof Z is lucky to have Wim and 
Niels’, Luc Van De Wouwer states. A befriended dealer 
who regularly visits France found Cas´ granddam when 
he was on a mission that finally led to Badine la Mare. 
Luc paired her to Chellano Z which resulted in the birth 
of Chelsey Z. This Chelsey then became Cas´ dam after 
matching her to Cracky Z, his sire: ‘I chose Cracky Z 
because I like to make a point of using young and less 
well-known stallions. I paid less than 300 Euros in stud 
services’, Luc Van De Wouwer chuckles. From the same 
dam he later also bred an Air Jordan Z which jumps 
in France. Luc always keeps close tabs on his breeding 
products and watched his Cas jump in the Finals of the 
Nations Competition in Barcelona. And needless to say 
that he is pleased with the acknowledgement represented 
by the Zangersheide Z-Ranking.

With his 14 years Challenge vd Begijnakker Z is the 
most senior gentleman in the top ten of the Z-Ranking. 

Challenge is intertwined with Bart Keisse´s life, that is, 
in his capacity as breeder. As a son of the famous Stud 
Van De Begijnakker he did things his own way, which 
showed him the way to Chellano Z and consequently, 
Zangersheide. His very first foal was Challenge vd 
Begijnakker Z. Bart is the breeder as well as the owner 
which is fairly unique: ‘Because it means I can follow 
Challenge´s life unfold from close quarters. From his 
first tentative jumps at the age of four to the largest 
fences at the EC, Aachen and Calgary, which explains 
why I´m so attached to this horse. There aren´t many 
people on the grandstand of Aachen or Calgary who are 
both breeder as well as owner of a horse.’ Bart is fully 
aware that he has bred a truly unique horse: ‘There´s 
little chance I will ever be able to copy this. Challenge 
has been jumping at the highest levels for seven years 
now. He has had his ups and downs, sure enough, he 
has lost an eye and there have been scary moments when 
we weren´t sure he would ever return to the arena. But 
he did.’ This year Challenge´s successes include a second 
spot in the Nations Cup of Hickstead and a third place 
in the Prize of Europe in Aachen. ‘There aren´t many 
shows left where Challenge hasn´t seen the action and 
thanks to him that also applies to me. Challenge is not 
one who collects wins by the dozens, but he always pulls 
his weight and each year he peaks a few times’, declares 
a very contented breeder /owner: ‘What I love is the fact 
that he is stabled in the Philippaerts yard and at Ludo, 
Nicola and Olivier all three have ridden him.’
Last year when the 5-year-old Keops vd Begijnakker 
became Reserve World Champion, the Keisse family also 
had a taste of what it is like to win a prize in Zangersheide. 
This year it was Bart´s turn with Challenge´s seventh place 
in the Z-Ranking: ‘A lovely recognition. Zangersheide is 
the Studbook par excellence with a genuine policy to 
highlight the breeders and they sure know how to bring 
that message across. That´s why I cherish this prize’, 
Bart Keisse says. Obviously he is hoping for a repeat 
performance next year: ‘We don´t enter Challenge in too 
many shows and he is by no means past his prime. So 
I´m positive he might very well emulate this success next 
year’, says a hopeful and eager Bart Keisse.

Bowie Z held his ground in the top ten, much to the 
delight of Harrie Stiphout who could now come and 

collect a prize: ‘It was very exciting! I always keep an 
eye on the Z-Ranking and in the past year Bowie Z kept 
hovering between places seven and eight. I was really 
looking forward to the final outcome’, Harrie smiles: 
‘For me it´s the first time I get a piece of the pie when it 
comes to prizes, all thanks to Zangersheide. I think it´s 
super what the Studbook does for breeders. They don´t 
forget us.’Bowie comes from a proven dam line which 
has produced several show jumpers. Harrie Stiphout 
sold Bowie as a 3-year-old but he went to a yard that 
was struggling financially which meant Bowie didn´t get 
the schooling he needed. After that he came to Henk van 
de Pol´s yard who promptly made sure he was properly 
schooled. Then Ibrahim Bisharat spotted him and over 
the last few years he has built a successful partnership 
with Bowie. This season they had several podium places 
to show for it, for instance in Knokke, Valkenswaard 
and the United Arab Emirates.
 
‘I´m eternally grateful to Zangersheide’, says a smiling 
Frank Mathys. He is truly grateful to Zangersheide 
because his Carribis Z is now internationally successful 
in America with Richie Moloney. Frank´s father is Jean 
Jacques Mathys, team leader of the Belgian youth riders 
as well as assistant course builder for Zangersheide 
during the WC. Frank had an unmanageable Jus de 
Pomme mare: ‘in the ring, during transport, in the field, 
in the stable, she was impossible, he recalls: ‘’ I made 
up my mind to breed with her to get an improved 
version, so to speak. However, I know nothing about 

breeding so I called my father who was working for 
Zangersheide at that time. He shared my problem with 
some people from Zangersheide and they suggested to 
bring the mare over. I provided the information about 
where she was and what her character was like. The 
upshot is that the people from Zangersheide advised me 
to use Canabis Z and that´s how Carribis Z came into 
this world. So Zangersheide takes all the credit’, Frank 
smiles: ‘Nobody I knew had the faith that the outcome 
would prove a success and afterwards I sold my mare 
for 2,000 Euros. So Carribis Z was the first foal and 
at the same time the last foal I bred from that Jus de 
Pomme mare. A pity really, because a couple of months 
later I met my girlfriend and she is into riding. If I had 
met her earlier I wouldn´t have sold my mare.’Carribis 
Z was at first frowned upon, but went on to jump the 
WC in Lanaken and was sold to the USA as a 7-year-old 
where she now goes from strength to strength. ‘And now 
I am in on the prizes and get a breeder´s premium thanks 
to the Z-Ranking, but I acknowledge it´s all thanks to 
Zangersheide’, Frank Mathys owes up.

Leontine Ledimar Z´s future guaranteed. Leontine has 
ended up in the yard of French top-class rider Patrice 
Delaveau which implies that he believes she is a five-
star prospect. Leontine is eight now and this year she 
was given a taste of five-star shows in La Baule, Antwerp 
and La Coruna where she secured two podium places in 
1.50m classes. In Knokke she even managed to collect 
her first win. In doing so Leontine Ledimar Z carries 
on in the same way as last year when she also quite 
regularly secured top places.
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Top-50  |  Z-Ranking 2015 - 2016

 1 (2) 1755 HH Carlos Z 2002 Guy De Schuymer McLain Ward Chellano Z Voltaire 8.000

 2 (1) 1705 Atlantis  (Atlantis W Z) 2003  S. de Wolff Samuel Parot Andiamo Z Royal Bravour 6.000

 3 (3) 1495 Don VHP Z 2004  Guy De Schuymer Harrie Smolders Diamant de Semilly Voltaire 5.000

 4 (4) 1395  Casallo Z 2004  Maurice Hermans Piergorgio Bucci Casall ASK Carthago Z 4.000

 5 (5) 1145  Papillon Z 2002  Helga Guisson Jérôme Guery Perhaps vh Molenvondel Cassini I 3.000

 6 (9) 1070  Cas de Liberté (Cas de Liberté Kelfshof Z) 2006 Stoeterij ‘t Kelfshof Niels Bruynseels Cracky Z Chellano Z 1.000

 7 (6) 1055  H & M Challenge vd Begijnakker 2002  Bart Keisse Olivier Philippaerts Chellano Z Palestro vd Begijnakker D’02 1.000

 8 (10) 955 Bowie Z 2003  H. Stiphout Ibrahim Hani Bisharat Balou du Rouet Jumpilot 750

 9 (11) 915  Carrabis Z 2003  Frank Mathys Richie Moloney Canabis Z Jus de Pomme 750

 10 (12) 915  Leontine Ledimar Z H D C 2007  Ledimar Hoeve Patrice Delaveau Lovefever II Grosso Z 500

 11 (7) 895  Chivas Z 1999  Karel Sebrechts Richard Spooner Cavalor Cumano Lord Gotthard

 12 (17) 890  Check Picobello Z 2006  LRF NV Picobello Horses Eric Lamaze VDL Cardento Orlando

 13 (14) 875  Electric Touch (Urena Vrombautshoeve Z) 2007  Lieven Boelens Max Kühner Untouchable Z T’is Voltaire

 14 (16) 830  Caribis Z 2007  Stoeterij Zangersheide Christian Ahlmann Caritano Z Canabis Z

 15 (21) 825  Celana Z 2005  J.M. Trompetter Msciwoj Kiecon Chellano Z Hugo

 16 (8) 795  Aikido Z 2006 Annick Bijloos Jeroen Appelen Accardi Corrado I

 17 (13) 790  Quolita Z 2006 Anja Aerts Harold Boisset Quasimodo Z Ramiro Z

 18 (24) 755  Dandiego B Z 2004  M.L.J.J. Brentjes Edwin Smits Dutch Capitol Flemmingh

 19 (20) 725  Okidoki van ‘t Gelutt Z 2006  Jonas Somers Sam Polleunis Omar Lux Z

 20 (19) 715  Artuur JH Z 2006  Dirk Slootmaeckers Thierry Goffinet Andiamo Z Baloubet du Rouet

 21 (18) 715  Famoso d’Ive Z 2007 Isabelle Van Eeckhout Sharn Wordley For Pleasure Chin Chin

 22 (22) 705  For Freedom Z 2005  Windsor Farm - M. O’Neill Keean White For Pleasure Baloubet du Rouet

 23 (15) 695  Chaqui Z 2006 Morsink Shane Sweetnam Chacco-Blue Quinar

 24 (23) 660  Zekina Z 2001  L.G. Morsink Jane Richard Philips Zandor Z Carthago Z

 25 (27) 650  Sea Coast Pebbles Z (Pebbles Vd Wijngaardh Z)  2006 Yves Clercx Gudrun Patteet Picasso Z Flamenco de Semilly

 26 (34) 645 Umeunig Z 2006  G.J.M. Huttenhuis Katharina Offel Untouchable Z Chellano Z

 27 (25) 640  Aristo Z (Aristo Wijngaardh Z) 2004 Yves Clercx Ben Maher Andiamo Z Flamenco de Semilly

 28 (26) 620  Carrera van het Westleven Z 2004  Yves Putman Keean White Canadian River Calypso III

 29 (31) 580  Quasi Modo Z 2004 Future Stables BV Grégory Wathelet Querlybet Hero Quidam de Revel

 30 (29) 555  Melody des Hayettes Z 2004  Haras des Hayettes Eric Lamaze Mozart des Hayettes Ryon d’Anzex

 31 (43) 510 Tembla 2004  R.A.J. van Venrooij Karl Cook Tangelo van de Zuuthoeve Cavalier

 32 (33) 490  Cardigan Z 2004  Richard Lansink Jamie Wingrove Chellano Z Zeus

 33 (40) 490  Cynar VA (Cynar Z) 2007  Manfred von Allwörden Jessica Springsteen Clarimo ASK Alcatraz

 34 (32) 485  AD Nouvelle Europe Z 2004 L.H.M. Sneijers Doda de Miranda Nelson Z Jimtown

 35 (38) 463  Mr. Quality Z 2011 Quality Stud Lieven Devos Mr. Blue Casall ASK

 36 (39) 445  Citizenguard Cadjanine Z 2002 Pol Brison Rodrigo Pessoa Canabis Z Feinschnitt I van de Richter

 37 (35) 430  Chloe (Cloe vh Kapelhof Z) 2007  Johan Saelmans Janne-Friederike Meyer Chippendale Z Quicksilver

 38 (28) 430  Gitano (Chico Z) 2001  Smolders Sporthorses BV Federico Fernández Caretano Z Concorde

 39 (47) 430  Unex Chamberlain Z 2001  Rob Cornelissen Louise Pavitt Chellano Z Peter Pan

 40 (42) 425  VDL Groep Quinthago Z 2004 Jakob Nijstad Leopold van Asten Quinar Carthago Z

 41 (41) 415  Audi’s Teavanta II C Z 2005 P. Coppes Ruben Romp Treasure Z Ahorn

 42 (44) 405  Air Chin Z 2005 Bas Huybregts Rene Tebbel Air Jordan Z Chin Chin

 43 (45) 400  Belcanto Z 2006  Niels Bruynseels Michael Duffy Berlin Mr. Blue

 44 (36) 400  Win For Life 2006  Harrie Theeuwes & Harrie Reyntens Christine Mc Crea Winningmood Chatman

 45 (46) 395  HH Whisky Royale (Wisky Scott Royale Z) 2005  Jeannine & Bert Luyten-Knaepen Quentin Judge Wonderful van ‘t Beugelhof Kannan

 46 (52) 391  Follyfoot Dolce Vita Db Z 2010  B. Coen & D. Augustus Harry Marshall Diamant de Semilly Canturo

 47 (49) 390  Chico Z 2003  J.N. Ligthart Riccardo Pisani Coriano Z Jackson

 48 (54) 390  Carismo Z 2001 Gerard Hennau Justin Resnik Carthago Z Galant de la Cour

 49 (48) 380  Cordano Sitte Z 2002  Horse of Belgium Abdelkebir Ouaddar Carthago Z Major de la Cour

 50 (57) 375 Air Pia Vg Z 2005  Andre Vandersmissen & Cynthia Gilissen Jonna Ekberg Air Jordan Z Pilot

 rk prev. rk points  horse name born  breeder rider sire sire of dam  prize money
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